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Military prof predicts 
Egypt will survive 
stall photo by Dal* Omorl 
Major General Samlr Helmy, a professor of military and national strategy at Egypt's National Delense College, 
spoke at a press conference yesterday at the University Union. He touched on such topics as the situation in the 
Middle-East and the effects of Sadat's assassination on Egypt. 
by Scott Sleek 
News staff reporter 
The assassination of Egyptian Pres- 
ident Anwar Sadat was a shock to 
Egyptians, but newly elected Presi- 
dent Hosni Mubarak is capable of 
handling national problems. Major 
General Samir Helmy, a professor of 
military and national strategy at 
Egypt's National Defense and High 
War College, said at a press confer- 
ence at the University yesterday. 
Currently on leave from his position 
at the college, Helmy said that Sa- 
dat's policy reflected the general 
opinion of the Egyptian people, add- 
ing that Mubarak sincerely supported 
Sadat. 
"President Mubarak had been 
President Sadat's Vice President for 
almost seven years," he said. "He 
took part in every activity and 
chaired decision-making in Egypt in 
all external or internal affairs.' 
"I THINK President Mubarak has 
full support from the Egyptian people 
and the army, and he is very suffi- 
cient and he is strong enough to con- 
trol the situation, and it is not new to 
him." 
He said he believes there is a bal- 
ance between military forces in the 
Soviet Union and the United States 
"and that balance protects the de- 
tente. 
"I don't see any possibility for any 
confrontation between the Soviet 
Union and the United States at least 
for the foreseen future," Helmy said. 
"I don't see any possibility 
for any confrontation bet- 
ween the Soviet Union and 
the United States at least for 
the foreseen future." 
He said if something happened re- 
sulting in military intervention on the 
part of the United States, other coun- 
tries would support them. 
THE  SOVIET   UNION   has   few 
strong relationships with other coun- 
tries, he noted, but it did have 
relationships with S. Yemen, Libya, 
Syria and, in some cases, Iraq, he 
said. 
He said the Soviet Union once was 
considered a powerful influence in the 
Middle East, but he added that Sa- 
dat's policies had a big affect on that 
influence, resulting in the expulsion of 
Soviet Agents from Egypt in 1972. 
"And our relationships with the 
United States is the main factor," he 
said. 
In regard to reports that persons 
from the Egyptian military were in- 
volved in the assassination, Helmy 
said this does not mean the whole 
army did not support Sadat and Mu- 
barak . He said those persons who 
helped in the assassination were a 
small group "you could find any- 
where. 
HELMY IS COMPLETING doc- 
toral work at London University's 
School of Oriental and African Stud- 
ies. His doctoral thesis is on "Egypt's 
Response to Israeli National Strat- 
egy, 1967-77; Egyptian Foreign Policy 
from the Political, Economic Military 
Point of View." 
He has served in the Israeli wars of 
1956, 1963, 1967 and 1973, and as 
Egypt's military representative in 
several countries. He has done post- 
graduate research at various Soviet 
institutions, including the Military 
Academy in Moscow. He recently has 
been working on his doctorate in 
Washington D.C. 
New Polish chief installed, Solidarity to end strikes 
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Premier 
Wojciech Jaruzelski, newly installed 
chief of the communist party, told 
Warsaw Pact allies yesterday of the 
importance Poland attaches to 
strengthening ties, as Solidarity 
agreed to end "unjustified" labor 
strikes. 
But thousands of defiant unionists 
in Zielona Gora province and Zyrar- 
dow continued their protests, despite 
a call for an end to strikes by the 200- 
member Communist Party Central 
Committee which fired First Secre- 
tary Stanislaw Kania and replaced 
him with Jaruzelski, a general who is 
both the defense minister and the 
country's premier. 
The official news agency PAP re- 
fiorted Jaruzelski met ambassadors 
rom Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East 
Germany, Romania, Hungary and the 
Soviet Union and "stressed the signif- 
icance Poland attaches to the further 
strengthening and developing alli- 
ance relations and the all-comprising 
fraternal cooperation with the states 
of the socialist community." 
JARUZELSKI also met with Po- 
land's Defense Military Council and 
"made decisions about the tasks of 
the army," PAP said. There was no 
elaboration. 
Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev 
sent a congratulatory message to 
Poland's new party chief yesterday, 
saying he had confidence Jaruzelski 
woula "rally the ranks" of the party 
at what the Kremlin called a "crucial 
historical moment." The telegram 
also urged Jaruzelski to fight against 
"encroachments by counter-revolu- 
tion." 
The Soviet Union has kept a close 
eye on its Warsaw Pact ally during 
the past year of sweeping reforms 
that launched Solidarity, the only 
independent labor union in the Soviet 
bloc, and was critical of Kama's mod- 
erate stance. 
Jaruzelski, the third party chief in a 
little more than a year, had backed 
Kania's   "line   of   agreement"   or 
Cceful solution to Poland's prob- 
s and Solidarity's demands, but 
recently took a harder stance, urging 
the union to moderate its policies. 
Kania replaced Edward Gierek on 
Sept. 5, 1980, less than a week after 
the union and government signed an 
accord aimed at ending nationwide 
strikes. 
PAP SAID in a report that nearly 
half of Poland's provinces "are 
plunged into strikes, threatened 
strikes and strikes alerts due to food." 
Textile workers in Zyrardow, west of 
Warsaw, occupied factories for the 
seventh day, and thousands of work- 
ers downed tools in southwest Zielona 
Gora province. 
Solidarity's Presidium, meeting in 
the Baltic port city of Gdansk, sent 
telegrams to its chapters yesterday 
warning "against decisions which 
might sharpen the situation and be 
conducive to social conflict." 
Leaders of the 9.5 million-member 
union were expected to meet Thurs- 
day to decide whether to stage a 
nationwide warning strike over food 
distribution and prices. The union and 
government agreed on a price freeze 
Sunday pending a new economic re- 
form plan. It was not known if the 
agreement would end the union's 
plans to stage a nationwide protest. 
Democrats wait for Republican proposals. . . 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Top Sen- 
ate leaders of both political parties 
are expected to huddle this week to 
measure support for some version of 
a tax hike-budget bill. 
Minority Leader Harry Meshel (D- 
Youngstown) said yesterday he is 
asking for the meeting with Senate 
President Paul Gillmor (R-Port Clin- 
ton) .*      , Democrats, he said, would prefer a 
Ermanent budget instead of another 
nporarv spending plan to replace a 
four-month budget which expires Oct. 
31. 
But Meshel said his caucus was 
"holding loose" on the controversial 
package because Republicans had not 
come forward with specific proposals. 
Gillmor, Meshel said, "has about as 
split a caucus as anyone can have." 
HE REFERRED to the fact, con- 
ceded by Gillmor, that the Republi- 
cans do not have enough votes in their 
18-member caucus to enact a tax hike 
on their own, despite a call for an 
increase by Gov. James Rhodes. 
"And we don't have anything like 10 
or a dozen votes to give them," Me- 
shel said. Democrats have 15 seats in 
the 33-member Senate where 17 votes 
are needed to pass a bill. 
The Senate ways and Means Com- 
mittee meets today to receive a set of 
alternate tax plans from GOP lead- 
ers, but they have declined to say 
what is in them or how they differ 
from a $13.8 billion package approved 
Oct. 1 by the House. 
Senate Finance Chairman Stanley 
Aronoff (R-Cincinnati) whose com- 
mittee is considering state spending 
levels, said those decisions will deter- 
mine which of the alternate plans is 
ultimately adopted. 
THE HOUSE approved a package 
built around a one-cent increase in the 
four-cents-on-the-dollar sales tax, an 
extension of that tax to cover certain 
services, and a 15 percent surcharge 
on corporations along with boosts in 
the beer, wine, and cigarette taxes. 
Budget officers said the House-ap- 
Eroved taxes would yield about $1.5 
illion in new revenue between Nov. 1 
and the end of the biennium on June 
30,1983. 
Aronoff said the Senate, which 
made about $220 million in cuts in an 
ill-fated version of a biennial budget 
bill last summer, probably will come 
up with a more conservative propo- 
sal. 
Meshel said although he wants to 
meet with Gillmor, he is concerned 
that the GOP will insist on cuts in 
various programs that were approved 
by the House which is controUed by 
Democrats. 
. . .legislators must push to stop budget crisis 
by David Sigworth 
News staff reporter 
TIFFIN - Ohio's legislators have to 
"bite the bullet" to pull the state out 
of its fiscal crisis, according to the 
man whose House-passed budget-tax 
bill is being scrutinized by the Senate. 
Ohio House Speaker Vernal Riffe 
Jr. (D-New Boston), in Tiffin to ad- 
dress high school students participat- 
ing in Senior Government Day, said, 
"We're caught in an economic crunch 
that will tear this state apart unless 
something is done." 
Riffe (the name rhymes with life), 
answering questions at a make-shift 
press conference later,. echoed his 
speech remarks that called for a 
working General Assembly 
relationship. 
"I BELIEVE that the two-party 
system has been the glue that ha; 
kept the American government sta- 
ble," Riffe told the students. "Com- 
promise and consensus - that's what 
it takes. I like to think of myself as a 
strong leader, but there's no one per- 
son who's going to dictate to two 
people to walk lock-uvstep." 
It was Riffe's $1.8 billion tax propo- 
sal, tagged onto the $13.8 billion bud- 
Eet bill, that passed through the 
louse by a 55-37 margin on Oct. 1. 
Final legislative approval of a state 
budget must come by Oct. 31, the day 
the state's $1.86 billion interim budget 
expires. 
ESTIMATES for the amount of rev- 
enue to be brought in by the tax has 
since been reduced to $1.5 billion, 
according to figures delivered last 
week by Richard Sheridan, director of 
the Legislative Budget Office. 
Riffe said the package passed by 
the House is "a good one. It took both 
parties to do it, working together. I'm 
a Democrat, but that does not mean 
that I will not or can not work with 
Republicans." 
Asked about the Senate's proposed 
changes to the package. Riffe said, 
"There's one thing I don't do: I don't 
get involved in a bill in the Senate, 
we'll wait and see what's in the bud- 
get bill (that the Senate approves)," 
Riffe said. 
The 23-year representative added, 
though, that he "will not back off from 
a legislative fight if that's what it 
takes to find a working majority." 
Riffe defended the one-cent in- 
crease in the state sales tax, proposed 
in the budeet-tax bill. 
"Ohio is one of the lowest in taxes in 
the nation per capita," Riffe said. 
"Why shouldn't our state not be get- 
ting that revenue?" 
Riffe said the House "wanted no 
part of a temporary tax and so we bit 
the bullet one time. If you're not 
ready to bite the bullet, you better get 
out.'' 
ASKED IF HIS proposing a tax 
could hurt his position as a possible 
gubernatorial candidate, Riffe said, 
"Someone had to get something 
going. I will never run away from my 
responsibilities as speaker. I said to 
myself, 'I'm not going to be thinking 
of what's down the road.'" 
But, he added, "I'm not so sure I've 
been hurt," citing editorials support- 
ing his actions toward getting the 
budget passed. 
No nukes staff photo by Al Fuchs 
Dee Dee Gorslene, of Cleveland, and approximately 150 others at- 
tended a rally Sunday calling for the shut down of the Davis-Besse 
nuclear power plant. The rally was held at Crane Creek State Park, 
located about 5 miles from the plant. The rally was sponsored by the 
Toledo Coalition for Safe Energy. 
Inside 
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Housing 'watchdog'  Student full-vote membership is alive and well? 
needed by tenants 
Bring on the troubleshooter. 
Last year, a new city housing code was proposed but 
defeated after weeks of heated debates, and a housing 
commission was formed to address possible solutions to 
housing problems in the city. This year the housing 
commission, expanded from five to seven members, rec- 
ommended that City Council hire an ombudsman to deal 
with housing problems in the city. 
An ombudsman would be a step in the right direction. 
Tenants, particularly University students who seem to be 
taken advantage of the most, need an outlet for their 
complaints. Thus far there has been no where to go. 
There is enough red tape to deal with, especially at a 
University of this size. Without a specific person to voice 
housing complaints to, students have to put up with poor 
housing conditions or run from one city department to 
another looking for someone to take an interest in their 
complaints. 
Unfortunately, the ombudsman would not be an enforce- 
ment officer but rather a "watchdog." But at least he 
would be a spokesperson for tenants and most probably 
would know the correct channels to go through to get 
something done. 
This is more than we have had in the past. 
The cost? The ombudsman position would be part time 
with a salary of about $5,000 yearly. A small price to pay to 
start solving big problems. 
Keep those gaffes coming 
attempt, taking his lobotomized press 
secretary a puzzle. 
• The "Jerry Brown I-Think-This- 
Is-What-I-Think" Award goes to Rep. 
Eugene Atkinson of Pennsylvania. At 
a recent White House reception for 
the newly converted Republican, At- 
kinson explained why he still would 
not support the President's proposed 
AW ACS sale. "I hold to my opinions," 
he said. 
• The "Tom Snyder Popular Music 
Appreciation" Award goes to Sen. 
Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.l. Kennedy, 
mistaking L.A. radio talk show host 
Michael Jackson for one of the Jack- 
son Five, told Jackson, "The music of 
you and your brothers has been an 
inspiration to millions." (As quoted in 
the March 5,1981, edition of ''Rolling 
Stone.") 
Focus 
by Dave Sigworth 
News Staff Reporter 
Politicians - God love 'em. They 
can be so much fun. 
Unfortunately, they can be patheti- 
cally dull, too, as is generally the 
case. And that's the problem. 
Write a story about what this sen- 
ator voted for or what this representa- 
tive proposed and maybe a few people 
- insomniacs, the legislator's mother, 
old people with nothing better to do 
and literate canaries - will end up 
reading it. 
It's the gaffes that we all love to 
read about. It's the really stupid com- 
ments, spoken in all seriousness, that 
we wait to hear. 
Let's see those faces get red. 
But they are so few and far be- 
tween. Of course Jerry Ford always 
was good for a blunder every week or 
so. But since he found out Poland isn't 
free from Soviet influence, things 
have been pretty slow. 
Yet, at times during the last few 
months, we've been treated with a 
fair assortment of insipid statements 
and actions by our political leaders. 
Thus, it is time for the First Annual 
BG News "Bonzo Goes to Washing- 
ton" Awards. 
(Incidentally, this year's winners 
will be immortalized by Interior Sec- 
retary James Watt, who will build 
highways in their names through Yo- 
semite National Park.) 
The categories and winners are: 
• The "Wicked Witch Let's-Set-the- 
Dumb-Scarecrow-On-Fire-And-Laug- 
h-At-Him" Award goes to President 
Ronald Reagan for, upon his first visit 
to Jim Brady since the assassination 
• The "Alexander Haig Tm-In- 
Charge-Here'"Award goes to the 
award's namesake. Contradicting a 
State Department spokesman who 
announced that two AW ACS planes 
were being sent to Egypt for an''inde- 
terminate period" and not to take 
part in the exercise known as "Bright 
Star," Haig told reporters, "We are 
considering a temporary presence as 
part of Bright Star and that's it." 
• The "Boy-I-Wish-I-Hadn't-Dis- 
cussed-Nuclear-Proliferation-With- 
My-Daughter" Award goes to the only 
nominee, Jimmy Carter. 
• The "Who Cares, Nobody Was 
Listening To What She Was Saying 
Anyway Award goes to star witness 
Brooke Shields, for her testimony 
before a congressional subcommittee. 
Miss Shields informed the legislators: 
"Smoking kills. If you're killed, 
you've lost a very important part of 
your life." (As quoted in the Oct. 1, 
1981, "Rolling Stone.") 
• And, finally/The "Sorry, Champ, 
Please Don't Beat My Face In'1 
Award goes to Reagan, for, upon 
hosting Sugar Ray and Juanita Leon- 
ard, saying: "We're very proud to 
have Sugar Ray and Mrs. Ray here." 
(As quoted in the Oct. 29,1981, edition 
of "Rolling Stone.") 
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I thought I understood the issues in 
the debate about membership on com- 
mittees, but after reading Cunt Garb- 
er's guest column in the Oct. 18 
edition of the News, I guess that I 
don't. I am especially concerned 
about Clint's statement that the Fac- 
ulty Senate Resolution "made student 
full-vote membership on decision- 
making committees only something 
to dream about." Clint, please be 
assured that student full-vote mem- 
bership on decision-making commit- 
tees is alive and well at BGSU. Please 
also note that the resolution (which is 
a recommendation to the Board of 
Trustees, not a final decision) is op- 
posed to "including automatic rights 
to membership on committees in any 
list of student rights." It does not 
recommend removing present stu- 
dent full-voting membership rights, 
but rather opposes broad, but unspec- 
ified, expansion of those rights. 
Perhaps it would help the debate if I 
listed all decision-making groups that 
do and do not have student members. 
The following is the list of Faculty 
Senate and University Standing Com- 
mittees which have undergraduate 
student members with full voting 
rights (the number in parentheses 
indicates the number of undergrad- 
uate student members on the commit- 
tee): Senate Agenda (1); Senate 
Executive (1); Provost/SEC Joint 
Conference (1); Academic Policies 
(1); Committee on Committees (2); 
Academic Facilities Utilization (l); 
Academic Honesty (3); Admissions 
Advisory (1); Athletics (1); 
Bookstore Advisory (2); Broadcast 
Policy (1); Computing Council (2); 
Cultural Events (4); Equal Opportu- 
nity (1); Health Services Advisory 
(3); Honors and Awards (2); Ice 
Arena Advisory (3); Instructional 
Media Advisory (21; Library Advi- 
sory (2); Long Range Planning (1); 
Parking (3); Publications Board (2); 
Student Affairs Advisory (6); Student 
Financial Aids (3); University Union 
Advisory (2). Please note that the 
term "advisory" in the committee 
title indicates that the committee's 
function is to advise that unit of the 
University. However, such "advice" 
is rarely, if ever, ignored. 
The following is a list of Faculty 
Senate and University Standing Com- 
mittees which do not have student 
members: Faculty Welfare (which is 
to "investigate and make studies of 
any matters affecting the general 
welfare of faculty members."); Fac- 
ulty Personnel and Conciliation 
(which primarily considers "faculty 
Focus 
by Richard J. Ward 
Chair, Faculty Senate 
grievances concerning salary, reten- 
on, rank, tenure, professional prac- 
tices, and other grievances 
concerning personal relationships."); 
Amendments and Bylaws (which con- 
siders proposed amendments to the 
Academic Charter); Faculty Devel- 
opment (which, among other activ- 
ities, "supports and implements a 
variety of development activities for 
BGSU faculty."); Faculty Research 
(which, among other functions, rec- 
ommends distribution "of funds for 
faculty leaves and research."); High 
School Scholarship Tests; Honorary 
Degrees; and Insurance. 
In addition, three undergraduate 
students are voting members of the 
President's  Panel;   six  undergrad- 
uates students are voting members of 
Faculty Senate; and two undergrad- 
uate students are voting members of 
Academic Council. To the best of my 
knowledge, and, of course, barring 
independent action by the Board of 
Trustees, no policy of this University 
can be made without the approval of 
Academic Council, Faculty Senate, or 
both. 
At the College level, the Academic 
Charter provides that "provision 
shall be made for student mem- 
bership (on college councils and com- 
mittees) whenever appropriate." In 
practice, students are members of 
college curriculum committees, but 
do not serve on promotion and tenure 
review committees. At the depart- 
mental level, the Academic Charter 
specifies that "the probationary and 
tenured faculty of a given department 
may adopt bylaws or authorize proce- 
dures which make other groups of 
people eligible to participate in va- 
rious aspects of the decision-making 
Erocedures of the department." Prac- 
Ice will vary from department to 
department, but I know of no depart- 
ment which invites students to vote on 
departmental promotion, tenure or 
salary recommendation committees. 
The above lists encompass the over- 
whelming majority, if not all, of the 
committees and other decision-mak- 
ing groups on this campus that have 
student membership. It would be 
helpful for me to know which commit- 
tees still need student members with 
voting rights. It would also be helpful 
to me to know why (specifics, please, 
not glittering generalities about con- 
stitutional rights, etc.) such commit- 
tees need student members to 
function effectively. 
To date, no students, including 
members of the Undergraduate Con- 
stitution Steering Committee, have 
been willing to specify the commit- 
tees, let alone why these committees 
need student members. If someone 
would propose such a list, then I, 
Professor Roller, other faculty, or 
Faculty Senate could give you a spe- 
cific response. It is quite possible that 
we might agree with you if we find 
your logic convincing! 
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Ombudsman will help, not eliminate problem 
Councilman Wendell Jones' pro- 
posed housing ordinance was the talk 
of the town last year in Bowling 
Green. From the "small talk" conver- 
sations that took place in local cafes 
to the intense arguments and dis- 
agreements that took place during 
city hearings and City Council meet- 
ings. Many students and local resi- 
dents argued that the passage of the 
ordinance was essential in correcting 
the poor housing conditions that have 
existed for years in the city, while 
landlords and city officials argued 
that legislation was too expensive and 
duplicated services of the present 
Wood County housing code. 
The confrontation finally came to a 
head with a vote early last spring that 
resulted in its defeat by a 6-1 vote, the 
lone vote coming from the draftsman 
of the document. Wendell Jones. 
However, with the defeat of the 
proposed housing ordinance came 
many positive actions that hopefully 
Focus 
by Roger Weaver 
Stale and Community 
Affairs Coordinator  
will continue toward cleaning up the 
poor housing conditions that still ex- 
ist. Most importantly, it brought to 
focus for the citizens of Bowling 
Green that a housing problem does 
exist, and that something needs to be 
done immediately, within the city's 
operating budget, to remedy the prob- 
lem. Although no council legislation is 
going to change the neglect that has 
taken place over the years in Bowling 
Green concerning certain housing 
problems, it is good to know that 
positive actions are beginning to 
come forth from the walls of the city 
administration and council. 
The city administration is aware 
that residents are concerned about 
housing conditions throughout the city 
and are taking a more positive ap- 
Sroach to correcting the problems. 
ity officials are applying whatever 
resources they have to clean up cer- 
tain areas throughout the city and 
positive results are starting to come 
forth. 
Council has expanded the housing 
commission to seven members in- 
cluding representation of two Univer- 
sity students. The aim of the housing 
commission this year is to take a 
more active role in recommending 
what type of housing issues need to be 
addressed and to take a more active 
role in planning and implementing a 
course of action. 
At last night's council meeting, 
council members considered legis- 
lation drawn up by Councilman 
Charles Barrell to create the position 
of   ombudsman.   The   ombudsman 
would help centralize referral infor- 
mation for renters and investigate 
certain housing complaints. The 
ombudsman's main function would be 
to give information and advise where 
a renter can take his or her complaint 
when problems develop. 
Hopefully, this type of legislation 
will continue to take place, but let us 
not forget that a real housing problem 
does exist in this city and students and 
residents of the city deserve more 
than what they are getting for their 
rental payment and tax dollars. Most 
importantly, "cosmetic actions" are 
not the answer to the entire problem, 
unless they are the beginning of a 
much larger plan to correct the poor 
housing conditions in the city. 
If one looks at the housing problems 
from a larger scale, the city needs not 
only "cosmetic improvement," but 
also in some housing areas, a major 
"face lift." 
Letters" 
Girls of Dunbar 
an open target? 
Do you know what the girls of Dun- 
bar wear to sleep at night? No? I'm 
really surprised to hear that; I guess I 
better fill you in on the details 
because it is really no secret. Some of 
us wear t-shirts, some wear shorts, 
and some wear nighties. I belong to 
the latter group. 
Wednesday night (Oct. 14) I was up 
getting a drink of water and much to 
my dismay I found two guys running 
around with a fire extinguisher 
waiting to hose some unlucky girl 
down. Now that in itself bothers me, 
but the fact that it was 3:00 a.m. 
bothers me considerably more. 
We girls of Dunbar are faced with a 
real problem. For some unknown 
reason we no longer have night clerks 
during the week. I feel this to be in 
very poor judgement on the part of 
the person(s) who made the decision. 
Since our front door faces Wooster 
Street, anybody can waltz right in the 
dorm, not to mention the fact that 
when people get off the highway, our 
dorm is the first thev run across. Con- 
sequently, it is a convenient place for 
"weirdos" to stop. 
I know the side doors are locked at 
9:00 p.m. and the front door is locked 
at midnight, but the absence of a night 
clerk, as last night proves, obviously 
makes the girls of Dunbar an open 
target. 
I was only, embarrassed to be 
caught in my nightie; but who knows 
if the next girl will be less fortunate 
than I. 
Chris Popoll 
316 Dunbar 
Women want respect 
Why is it that a young lady cannot 
walk across campus without being 
subjected to verbal abuse? It 
becomes a sad state of affairs when a 
woman cannot feel comfortable when 
approaching a group of boys. She may 
find herself tensing up In order to 
prepare for any rude remarks which 
may be thrown at her. Yet, boys 
wonder why women act like so called 
"snobs." Perhaps it is because 
they've been conditioned to react in 
that   manner.   It's   what   we   call 
DOONESBURY 
"psychological protection." 
Furthermore, we cannot unders- 
tand why boys achieve apparent 
satisfaction from such stupid, obnox- 
ious and unnecessary behavior. 
This letter is not advocating 
"women's rights" per se. It is simply 
a plea for some common courtesy, 
respect, and decency between, and 
for, men and women. 
Patrice Connally 
Jannifar Samual 
Joy Mlkuluk 
,On-campus mailbox 1039 
by Garry Trudeau 
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Court rules home TV taping illegal 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Manufac- 
turers and retailers of home video 
recording machines are liable for 
damages if the machines are used to 
tape record copyright television pro- 
Brams, even for private use, the 9th 
-S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled 
yesterday. 
In an opinion affecting manufactur- 
ers of the video recorders and hun- 
dreds of thousands of people who own 
them, the court said taping of copy- 
right programs from television is a 
copyright infringement. 
Nearly all TV programs are copy- 
righted, either by the networks them- 
BG log- 
The BGSU SKATING CLUB will 
meet at 8 p.m. today at the ice arena. 
WOMEN IN BUSINESS will meet 
at 7:30 p.m. today in 110 Business 
Administration Building. Flo Leh- 
mann of Placement Services will dis- 
cuss "How to Open a Credential 
File." 
THE GERMAN FILM"Verlorenes 
I-eben" will be sponsored by the de- 
partment of German and Russian 8 
p.m. today in 107 Hanna Hall. It is free 
and public. 
COREECTION: The News incorrectly 
stated in the headline that a black 
cultural center is proposed. The head- 
line only should have said that a 
cultural center is proposed. 
selves or by production companies. 
HOWEVER, the appeals court noted 
there could be a "great public injury" 
if the manufacturers are enjoined 
from making and selling the record- 
ing machines. Instead of that, the 
court suggested that an acceptable 
resolution to the problem might be a 
system of continuing royalties paid by 
the manufacturers to television copy- 
right holders. 
In sending the case back to U.S. 
District Judge Warren Ferguson of 
Los Angeles, the appellate court di- 
rected him to "fashion" relief by 
considering damages and an injunc- 
tion against the defendants, Sony 
Corp. of America, Sony Corp., four 
retailers, an advertising agency and a 
private citizen who taped programs 
off network television. 
The lawsuit was brought by Univer- 
sal City Studios Inc. and Walt D'sney 
FREE    j 
EXTRA CHEESE! 
on any size pizza with on* or aor* 
additional items 
ASK for It when ordering 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
rXPIftfS DEC. 31,19611 
Productions. 
"WE FIND no congressional intent 
to create a blanket home use excep- 
tion to copyright protection and that 
home video recording does not consti- 
tute fair use. In addition, the appel- 
lees (defendants) are legally 
responsible for infringing activity for 
such use," the court declared. 
The appeals court said copying tele- 
casts of copyright materials by own- 
ers of videotape recorders in their 
own homes for private, non-commer- 
cial use constituted infringement and 
unfair use. 
It said the manufacturer, distribu- 
tor, seller and ad agency retained by 
the distributor are liable for infringe- 
ment in recording copyright telecasts 
if they knew the recorders "would be 
used for such purpose and induced, 
caused or materially contributed to 
the infringing conduct." 
Council holds on vote 
for ombudsman position 
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Make check, money order, cash to: 
Name: 
Address: 
City: 
I Enclose 11.00 for 1st class mail 
The Fraser Co. 
1020 N. Main St. 
Findlay, OH 15840 
Zip: 
Councilman Charles Barrell said 
at last night's Council meeting that 
there is a "favorable concensus 
among Council members" in favor 
of creating an ombudsman's posi- 
tion in the city administration. 
The ordinance for creation of the 
ombudsman's position has been 
tabled by Council for months. The 
Bowling Green Housing Commis- 
sion last week voted in favor of the 
ordinance, which would establish 
the ombudsman as a "trouble 
shooter" who would help students 
and citizens of the city with housing 
and other problems. 
Barrell said he would continue to 
collect input on the ombudsman 
ordinance, adding that Council 
would probably vote on the ordi- 
nance later this month or early in 
November. 
COUNCIL does not need to hurry 
on passing the ordinance, Barrell 
pointed out, since the 
ombudsman's office would not be- 
gin functioning until April, when 
the city's 1982 budget goes into 
effect. 
In other action, Council pushed 
through an ordinance which will 
allow membe rs of the Bowling 
Green Police Department to cross 
city limits to provide aid or protec- 
tion to members of surrounding 
communities. 
Patrick Crowley, city attorney, 
said the legislation was needed in 
light of a recent murder in Toledo, 
when members of the suburban 
Ottawa Hills Police Department 
said they could not cross city 
boundaries to heh> the victim. The 
Ottawa Hills police headquarters 
was only blocks away from the 
scene of the murder.  
PIZZA INN 
TUESDAY NIGHT BUFFET 
5:00 to8:00 p.m. 
$2.99 
SALAD-SPAGHETTI-PIZZA 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
Pizza innS 
cYbu getcZMoie of thfFHiingsyOiflove 
Stadium Plaza 
1616 E.Wootter 
 352-4637 
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MINI MULL BEAUTY SALON 
190 5. MAIN ST. 
352-7658 
lion 
SOUP 
AND 
SALAD 
DAYS 
(TUESDAY ONLY) 
Tuesday, from 11a.m. to  Midniqht 
at pagliai's East or South buy a salad 
and recieve FREE CUP OF HOMEMADE SOUP! 
A terrific light lunch or dinner, (sorry, no 
delivery or pickup on this special.Eat-in- only). 
fV-t r-, |*r-.**n    " 
SOUTH 
Pagliors 
945 S   M*rt 352 7571 
EAST 
40 E Court 352 1598 
Brookdale Stables 
655-2193 
Public Trail Riding 
English &  Western 
Lessons 
Boarding 
Hay Rides 
Party Facilities 
Exit  Cygnet   Exit   171   From   I-75   Drive West To 
2nd Crossroad. Turn South (Mitchell Rd.) 
Next Crossroad Is Freyman ftd 
Turn East G Continue 200 Yds. 
14610 FREYMAN RD. - CYGNET 
•BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for' 
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters. 
•Find It At Finders' 
"Your Record Library" 
BEST SELECTION 
GREAT PRICES! 
...Take advantage of our 
$1 TRADE-OFF! 
FOR EACH ALBUM OR TAPE YOU BRING IN FOR TRADE, 
WE'LL TAKE $1 OFF ANY REGULARLY PRICED ALBUM OR 
TAPE IN OUR STOCK. 
Buy one - trade one. buy 2 - trade 2,...etc. 
Trade-ins must be in good condition. 
Sale items and used items excluded from offer. 
Offer Good Thru Oci. 3), 198]" 
Finders 
i a N. MAIN rr., DOWNTOWN 
E. WOOSTEH ST.. Acaoes 
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AND UP 
Top Artists. 
■ Major Labels. 
Hundreds of Selections. 
"Pop" lo Classic. 
■ Stereo LP Albums. 
Cassettes. Box Sets. 
Tuesday, October 13 through 
Friday, October 30 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Student Services Building 
Hours: Monday - Friday, 6:00 - 5:00 
Saturday, 9:00 -5:00 DISCOVER THE CHOCOLATE MINT FLAVOR OF IRISH MOCHA MINT. 
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Speakers clash over IRA 
by KathlMn Koshar 
News stall reporter 
The Irish Republican Army was the 
issue as two men clashed with each 
other and members of the audience 
during a debate sponsored by the 
Social Justice Committee last night. 
Dr. Seamus Metress, University of 
Toledo, emotionally described the 
racist attitude of the British govern- 
ment, their torture of Irish Catholics 
and a bloody suppression of attempts 
to break British rule. 
Dr. Ronald Seavoy, who teaches 
history at the University, agreed that 
Irish Catholics have been discrimi- 
nated against but said he fails to 
understand the sectarian hate that 
still exists today. 
"IRISH NEVER forgive and Irish 
never forget," Seavoy said. "I find 
this difficult too understand or live 
with but it is there." 
Both men agreed on one major 
Kint-the trouble that plagues Ireland 
lay started in the crucial election of 
1918 when the majority of Irish were 
denied a chance to develop a United 
Irish Republic. At that point, the 
countrv split into many groups, all 
fighting for what they wanted politi- are not considered political prisoners, 
cally while the British government treated as criminals and treated un- 
continued to impose rule. fairly in the British courts where they 
are tried. 
Metress said the Irish lived under 
sixty years of oppression by the Brit- 
ish and started a quiet civil rights 
movement 10 years ago that is similar 
to the civil rights movement that took 
place in the United States. At that 
point, he said, the British government 
turned violent, breaking up peaceful 
demonstrations by beating Irish with 
boards that had nails sucking out, 
burning and breaking into Catholic 
homes. 
"When houses are searched, I mean 
they bash in the doors, tear up the 
floors, break crucifixes," he said. The 
Provisional Irish Republican Army, 
the group Metros supports, grew out 
of the ashes of that civil rights 
movement. 
THAT GROUP is making three 
demands, Metress said, and they are 
a British declaration of withdrawal, 
vote for a united Ireland and amnesty 
for the Irish taken prisoners during 
the conflict. He said Irish Drisoners 
Seavoy said the Catholic and Prot- 
estant groupss are caught in a politi- 
cal battle. But the present conflict is 
an attempt by the Roman Catholics to 
use the government to acheive civil 
rights. He said the IRA started the 
violence in the 20s when they wanted 
to build a republic and would shoot 
anyone who stood in their way. 
Describing both sides as terrorists, 
Seavoy said he feels an election or 
unity vote would be in order but only if 
both sides agree. 
The professors disagreed on why 
the recent hunger strikes occurred. 
Seavoy said the hunger strikes were 
an attempt to mobilize money and 
support for the IRA in Irish commu- 
nities outside the country. 
Metress said it is a historical tradi- 
tion for Irishmen to starve them- 
selves on the doorsteps of the men 
who oppress him. He said the IRA did 
not originally support the hunger 
strikes because it removed promi- 
nence from the war effort. 
still photo by D»»n Kocplltr 
In an emotional debate last night, Dr. Ronald Seavoy, a history professor at the University, pauses to reflect on e question 
put to him by Dr. Seamus Metress, a professor ol Anthropology et the University ol Toledo. 
OUR NEW WEDNESDAY 
NIGHT SPECIAL 
FROM 4pm - 8pm 
Build All The Taeo's you want - Anyway you want 
em' from our TACO BAR. All kinds of toppings to 
choose from. ^ ^ Taw q^ Sefye(, 
...with special guest 
to be announced. 
THURSDAY, NOV.5 
8:00 pm 
Doors will open at 7:00 pm 
Grand Ballroom - Union 
Tickets will be sold daily 9-5 in U AO Office and starting 
at 6:00 pm night of the show at the door. 
Tickets Go On Sale 
Wed. Oct. 21 
All Seats Are General Admission 
Cost: $4.50 
No smoking, drinking or beverages permitted in the Grand Ballroom 
Stock up Now - Be ready 
for those cold winter days 
Open Tues. Eve. till 9:oo 
JLPoU,P4 
525 Ifcdye St. 
PART-TIME. FULL-TIME, 
AND CASUAL ARTISTS! 
THIS OFFER COULD MAKE YOU 
FAMOUS IN ONE  EASY  STEP. 
WHAT  STEP?   ENTER THE 
HOMECOMING ART SHOW 
SPONSORED BY  THE 
COMMUTER OFF-CAMPUS 
ORGANIZATION! 
CATEGORIES   FOR   ENTRIES  INCLUDE: 
PAINTINGS: Oils      CERAMICS 
Acrylics SCULPTURE 
Watercolors DRAWINGS 
PRINTS 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
JEWELRY 
ENTER TODAY, BECAUSE THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 
AT 4:00 p.m. IS THE DEADLINE FOR ENTRY. 
ENTRY BLANKS CAN BE PICKED UP 
IN THE COMMUTER CENTER OFFICE. 
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Socialist Greece 
to leave NATO? 
ATHENS. Greece (AP) - Andreas Papandreou, the 
leader of the Panhellenic Socialist Movement which 
swept into power in national elections, yesterday vowed 
to 'build a socialist Greece," but fulfilling his cam- 
paign promises may be difficult. 
Nearly complete results yesterday showed the party, 
commonly called PASOK, with 48 percent of the popu- 
lar vote, capturing 174 of the 300 seats in the one- 
chamber Parliament under the Greek system of allo- 
cating seats. 
The ruling center-right New Democracy Party, in 
power for seven years and led by outgoing Premier 
George Rallis, received 36 percent of the vote for 113 
seats. The Communists got about 10.8 percent for 13 
seats. 
"We will build a socialist Greece," the 62-year-old 
Harvard-educated economist who taught at the Univer- 
sity of California at Berkeley declared at a press 
conference. 
HE HAD CAMPAIGNED on the slogan "Allaghi," 
meaning "change" in the Greek language, and advo- 
cated Greece's withdrawal from the NATO military 
arm, a referendum on whether to continue the 10 
months' membership in the Common Market, and 
closing down U.S. military installations. 
On the domestic front, Papandreous promised to 
raise salaries and pensions and increase social services 
- all of which cost money. 
He is expected to move slowly in both areas, partic- 
ularly on foreign policy questions. 
U.S. DEFENSE Secretary Caspar Weinberger, in 
Scotland for a meeting of NATO ministers, said West- 
ern defenses would "unquestionably" be weakened if 
Greece, a key to the alliance's southern flank, pulls out. 
But he also said: "Sometimes there's quite a wide gap 
between campaign rhetoric and the realities faced 
when you're actually in government." 
A NATO source in Brussels said the 15-member 
alliance did not have the Greek elections on its agenda 
in Scotland, and added, "it is still too early" to say what 
will happen. 
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Psnftsasnc Council Representative lo 
ACGFA Appfccabona can Da pelted up m 
425 Student Services Irom 8-12 ft 1*5 
Monday Friday Deadline tor returnriQ ape* 
canon* ra Monday Oct 28 at 5 00 p.m 
■Una. Go Kama. H's net the weekend 
Pansy  
Coma eat   laooe srttfi   ua   kmtohi«au 
Thale PI LT1 Sis Rueh-7:10 In the teta 
Hw.se.  
Congtat* lo Tony Mclntyra and Mefcnda 
Gneter. Barry Mrxna and Donna Ssroay on 
mer recant lavafeanng Atao Congrats to 
Crarg Rennet* and Unde MatusiaK Jett 
Horvalh and Jectue Wham* on metr currant 
engagement* Are Dchar and ZarttoC* 
ne«r> The Brother* ol Ph. Kappa Tau 
Congrats to Ph Kappa Tau Fooloat 
A-Team over P*ee ft Sigma Ct* 
B- Team over S-gma CN ft Phi Bate S-gma 
C Team over two of campus opponent* 
Ba    there     ceuee    ware    mare-1960 
CHAMPS  
Congrats to Bnan Fergueon on baoom-ng a 
National Undargraduata Rapraeanalrve to 
the Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity Ya Done Real 
aood* The Brothara ot Phi Kappa Tau 
KWOrUTULATIONS DAVE ANO XX ON 
YOUR KAPPA SrGMA ACTIVATION   LOVE 
LAUREL ANO WENDY  
Entered the Ad Show  yet'  Carl the Com 
muter Center today ^^^^^^^^^ 
EUROPEAN COLOR SENSATION—New 
lta*an concept m hew corortng derrvers 
unbefeevaUy lucrous btonda vtjrant reds. 
and nch Drowna Let Command Pertor- 
manoa gr*e you an e*citmg new look? (And 
remember thai our complete performance 
he*cut-*ftarnpoo cut ft btow-dry atykng-a 
only *9 00 with color ) 352 6518 
F RMTE NEEDED'HO mo 2nd St 362- 
2706   
Hey AOPla   P A T A " 
Hay ADPts    P A T A •■ 
May APPl*    P A T A "  
JOHN. HAPPY 20TH BtBTMOAY YOU LL 
ALWAYS BE THE ONE IN MY HEART 
LOVE YA  GAIL 
WHICH 19 MORE IMPORT ANT> A FANCY 
RESTAURANT OR GOOO FOOD? CORNER 
KITCHEN ISN'T FANCY   BUT OUR FOOO 
IS GREAT  
Laune Flerr-ng Heppy BeThday1 Have a 
OOOdone Love. Rm 141 
Ufa* Kathryn ft Mssass Welcome to your 
Aipha Gam Femey Love. Grandma Swt» 
Mecy* HaV-m (rormarty LaSafte a) Perm 
Safe Reg '36 00 Now »25 00 Hevcut 
not included   2nd door   Charge it   362 
5816  
M A Heppy Sweetest Day a couple days 
tele but consrdermg the situation 
LoOung forward to thra weekend, hope you 
are too Love, your left handed Grmp1 P S I 
can dance with one arm 
NEED WHEELS? Sorry we cant help you 
with that problem But it's onry a short wait 
to Command Performance where we CAN 
help you solve harrstyfeng problem* Strofl 
north on Thgraan to Poe. tott on Poe to 
Man. and right on Mam about 2 blocks 
We re (usl thra side ot Rmfc s end Kroger* 
neit to Stale Irquor Store 3528516 
NO.   Rusty. Hawk. Goose   Kck bats at 
tonights Kappa Sigma soccer game1 Love. 
your secret StardusMrs   P S   Gel a due 
and check your on campus maaDoaet 
NIGHTLY      SPECIALS      AT      CORNER 
KITCHEN   352 1810 
PHI KAPPA TAU HOCKEY 
PM KAPPA TAU HOCKEY 
PHI KAPPA TAU PET PtVCHP.  
RUBBER STAMPS. M 25 PER LINE add 
'l par order tor tax postage lOday deliv- 
ery Greek letter* avasable Rubber 
Stamps. Bo. 5544 Toledo. Ohio 436'3 
santonin Hurry snd make seer isarsoc* 
portrait appolntmanl tor now Nor. »3 Call 
today m-OOM LOWS. Kay Hart.  
Show oft your artistic talent Enter COCO'S 
homecommg Art Show 
SINGLE? UNATTACHED? There are etrabto 
man and woman on campus and oh that are 
searchrng tor mttmeto retahonshes You 
can meet them thru subscnbmg to the 
montrey pubkeston ot THE DATING SERV 
•CES CLASSIFIED JOURNAL For your 
copy, send '5 lo DATING SERVICES. P O 
80X3097 CINN .OHIO45201 Someone 
is waihng tor you"' ACT NOW'  
T-«HI*ITS 
Custom, screen i printed T-shirts snd 
seertsweer let your groups or organna 
lien   Lowest  prlca-faataat  delivery   CM 
Tm.Wft.7P1i  
WHERE S CORNER KITCHEN? WHAT'S A 
CORNER KITCHEN? CORNER KITCHEN 
AOQRE8SIS 182 S MAIN FIND OUT' 
WOMEN IN BUSINESS MEETING TO 
NIGHT 7 30 PM 110 8 A SPEAKER- 
FLO LEHMANN OF PLACEMENT SERV 
rCES-OUES MAY BE PAID AT THIS TIME 
WANTED 
F rmls to- wmte- ft SprrtQ qt-S Ce* 352 
6082  
F rmto needed 516E Merry Apts Wtr ft 
9pr__°*» Contsctat 352 8690 ■ 
GARAGE   TO   RENT   FOR   SMALL   CAR 
STORAGE   KAREN 364 1830  
M   rrma needed   100/Mo   plus etectncrly 
Free rwet   4th Si Contact Greg c 
3526973 
d to Poetry who i* wrang lo 
provide transportation to Detroit several 
Dmea a month tor rasrhngs workanopa. and 
dtooussrona ot DIA and the PoaVy Centre 
11 hsto with the gas Ptoaaa ca* Patra 352 
0873 
OVE RSE AS JOBS Sumew year round Eu- 
rope. S Amer. Auarratk, Asia Al fratda 
'500-'1200 monthly SigMseamg Free 
mto Wnte DC Bo» 52 OH-3 Corona Dal 
Mar. CA 92626 
FOR8ALC 
Rent cheep Male tooi edad   710 
THE GREAT HAIR SALE-CsrMaci cosl 
more than Cheveftes. and Command Per 
formenca haircuts are not the least eipen 
srve n town But our super cuts are now 
tower-priced than ever beiore mat *7 20 
tor harcut atone (clesn ft unsprayed har 
onry) ' i 80 lor choice ot shampoo 
and '3 60 tor the Nov. dry Stykng that I 
ma*a you tooli great   352-6516    
The Jewelry Boa « buying goto ft saver 
Tuee-Fn 10-5 Now open Saturday s 12 
S   133 W Wooster St 
To big Lon grand Amy. G-grand Tnxty. G- 
eunt Chns snd cousm Tina I'm so happy lo 
ba a part ot the besi lemty on campus and 
ll cherish aft ot you always Love UI Deb 
To my big Lon. i was raaty a»cned to imd 
out you were my big even 4 rl was slew 
weeks ago l m strl eioted and always wi 
be because l know l have the beet t>g ever 
Love, Lil Deb 
TOO MANY CLASSES? Is your course toad 
uterlemng with getting your harr styled? 
Remember met Commend Performance * 
open every weekday evening until 9.00 
pm and   1200 to 5 00 on Sunday 
353-6516 
T-SHIRTS 
T-SHIRTS 
^ 
7th St apartment* 362 8Q62 Negokable 
Wanted    F    rmto    Nee    rurnakhed   apt 
'103 00 mo     Wavrhrop Terrace Apts   Carl 
353 1431 
2   F    rmtes    tor   writer   Q»   Fum    Apt 
■316 01/ plussrec Caf 352 2280 after 6 
PHI 
HELP WANTED 
Back-up   r^rctaation   person   tor   the   BG 
News' Apply 108 University Hell  
LOUNGE  PERSONNEL   APPLY AFTER 6 
PM   DALLASV   
Par   Sete-1174   Hende   Cl   200.    11.000 
■saws. Carl Pasj «H»ftTft sWar HO p-m. 
Penta. Spotmahc Camera   3 tonaas 
converter Like ->e*   Ji< w ' 
■0*,SeWT 
prtv Room   lor   rent    Private   bath. 
access to   washer   and   dryer 
Winter Term   MOO plus 1 4 ol utas   Ca* 
3B3-4QH partailantty  
Subrsi ' bdrm apt   st Vararty Souare 
Barb at 372 2801 
1 F rmto writer spmg own n 
house i 2 b*. irom campus Mi 
Repeas on campus Marl Mr 41651 
] PIEDMONT 
APARTMENTS 
-SPECIAL TWO PERSON 
RATE 
TWO BEDROOM APTS. 
-$250.0OFURNISHED 
-ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED ' 
EXCEPT LIGHTS 
CHERRYWOOD CLUB 
Newlv remodeled & 
featuring Health Spa 
Equipment/ .door heated 
pool, sauna, & whirlpool. 
833 High St. 
332-9378 
THIS COUPON WORTH $1 OFFi 
toward   Purchase of 
Watercolor or Drawing Paper 
_ . ^-»      12x16 or Larqer with 
ALSO 
FREE UNPRIMED CANVAS 
With Purchase ot stretchers 8"to50" 
GALLERY THREE 
35 NORTH RIVER RD 
WATERVILLE, OHIO 
878-2972 
r 
TSO^Ti EADOWVIEW CODRTI 
APARTMENTS 
NOW RENTING ♦ Special Two  Person Rate 
! on 2 Bedroom Apartments 
• ALL UTILITIES IW I UDfl) 
I Xt I I'T IIH IKKIIV 
e LAUNDRY    F ACILITIIS 
AVAILABLL 
214 Napoleon 
• SVIIMMIM, P(H)I 
.(.AMI   ROOM 
• PARTY ROOM 
a SAUNA 
352-1195 
.... 
SPRIM6 BREAK 
3aW£\Q.(§£\ 
DEPART: MARCH 19,1982 
RETURN: MARCH 26, 1982 
ROUND TRIP JETLINER BETWEEN DETROIT 
AND MONTEGO BAY, VIA EASTERN AIRLINES 
INCLUDES TRANSFERS. 8DAYS FROM$339_oo 
MEAL AND BEVERAGES SERVED ENROUTE 
ACCOMODATIONS AT PRIVATE VILLAS EACH WITH POOL 
PLANTERS PUNCH RUM PARTY WITH ROASTED PIG 
COPPERTONE SUNTAN PARTY 
NIGHTCLUB DISCOUNTS 
GIANT BEER & CHICKEN BARBAQUE 
RUM & COKE PARTY s 
DISCOUNTS ON PARASAILING, HORSEBACK RIDING. 
WATERSKIING, & SCUBA DIVING 
TENNIS, GOLF, & WATERFALL CLIMBING 
JAMAICA SPRING BREAK T-SHIRT 
BREAKFAST DAILY $25 DEPOSIT DEADLINE NOV. 9 
CONTACT JOE FIELDS 
352-7883 
HAVEN HOUSE APT #4 
1515 E. WOOSTER 
'♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦« 
A VOTE FOR THE 
STUDENT 
CONSTITUTION ISA 
VOTE FOR YOUR 
RIGHTS! 
•r* IT'S OUR INFLATION 
CLIPPING SALE 
FEED FOUR FOR ONLY $5.00 
Use All Four Coupons At Once Or One At A Time 
™IEOUPON—"' 
* 2 pieces ol chicken 
* potatoes and gravy • roll 
— COUPON — 
• 2 pieces ol chicken 
• potatoes and gravy • roll $1.25 $1.25 
JMWMiMn   •   umoin   •   rttrawTM 
Expires: November 3, 1981 
— COUPON — 
• 2 pieces ol chicken 
• potatoes and gravy • roll 
MWINKCIIK   •   nuie«   •   ponamai j 
Expires: November 3, 1981      I L. 
r- 
*U5 f   I $U5 f 
ten am* 
Expires: November 3, 1981 
- COUPON — 
• 2 pieces ol chicken 
* potatoes and gravy * roll 
I 
I 
•       I ■or MCMm   •   nunm   •   ronamoa | 
Expires: November 3, 1981 
18 ite finger tickiri good 
K«nt«rky fried flMm • 
BOWLING GREEN 
1020 N. Main 
352-2061 
FREMONT 
PORT CLINTON 
! SUPPORT YOURSELF 
'{VOTE NOVEMBER 4-5! 
SGA 
DON'T MISS 
TORONTO! 
Spend Nov 13-15 
at the Royal York 
Hotel ONLY $110.00 
INCLUDES: 
. 
* 
Room and 
Transportation 
to and from Toronto 
Siqn up UAO Office 
DEADLINE:   Fri. Oct.23 
SENIORS! 
... AND YOU'LL BE GLAD 
You Stoned Up For YOUR Yearbook Portfolio. 
MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENTS TODAY 
CALL THE KEY 372-0086 
EK ;*tx xMiomf. y»e& imumoMmm 
APARTMENTS CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS 
Short-term leases available 
1 Bedroom from $170/Mo Apts. 
2 Bedroom from $250/Mo Apts. 
Some Utilities PAID 
Call 352-0717 or stop by 
Maurer Green Rentals 
224 E. Wooster St. 
■WriirrftM HltrtsfcKfI MW 
iVMYdty ••* 9*k* on 
••IstlM" ■raicriatisn Irtarsr 
■WUrMTOW 1 TIM WsMMWI 
BUSUNCTOh eoemii ,«v -*- t**MM <• 
M n> Ire* *»• o» —ir>a»e «•» ■-■»•- 
■awSee »■■ rot1* »»■*■■—'*• eee»ifc«*ae 
hf ■■-« •••>•• fleim ex^ •-■o' ■• r~-*«« 
— —* Sm<-»** Oer.il Ce*«ei f et—er »— 
Eyeglasses 
•■■   m     •MtMStraiw* 
65 mm glois l«ns*s.     * or 
4 diopters   frames ft cot*. 
88 T.K. orD-JS SiFocali 
Lsniai FromaslCota 
$49 
1 MONTH SffCIAl 
. Soft Lonioi - CONTACT •«,.,. «i.m. 
LENSES    "*•"•■—*-» 
Sptciol OKpirt Nov. |4, 1981 
$490 0* 
W* Also have IAUSCH 110MB SOFT IEHSIS 
for Mtigmatism 
OowHon. Igtl   tlwi irn.fH-O.IM tint ■»   1» 
orot oionliMd ky 
Dr   Ookatt I. KWn. 0.0. > AIKXI.I.I   O»lom.<riin 
BtirliiKjUMi 
^Oplkdl    . 
'Stadium Plaia 
1616 E Woostpr 
Bowling Green 
.  352-2533 . 
Tac K Nun October M, INI 7 
Monday's homer powers 
Dodgers to NL pennant 
MONTREAL (AP) - Outfielder Rick Monday slammed a two-out home 
run in the ninth inning and rookie Fernando Valenzuela allowed only three 
hits in 8 2-3 innings as the Los Angeles Dodgers beat the Montreal Expos 2-1 
yesterday for the National League pennant. 
Reliever Bob Welch got the final out on one pitch. 
The Dodgers, winning their fourth league championship series, qualified 
to meet the American League champion New York Yankees in the World 
Series beginning tonight in New York. 
Las Angeles won the NL series 3-2, splitting the first two games at home, 
falling behind by losing the third game here, then rallying to win the final 
two. 
THE DECIDING GAME was postponed because of rain after more than a 
four-hour wait Sunday and was delayed 26 minutes because of rain Monday. 
It was the first home run of the series for Monday, who was put into the 
lineup in the third game for slumping Ken Landreauz. 
Monday, who had 11 home runs during the regular season, homered off 
Montreal ace Steve Rogers, who made his first relief appearance since July 
3,1978. 
Rogers retired Steve Garvey and Ron Cey in the ninth before Monday 
drove a 3-1 pitch over the center field fence about 400 feet away. 
Valenzuela then retired the first two Expos in the ninth, then walked 
catcher Gary Carter. 
Kicker's blank Eastern's Hurons 
Ridgway shines with hat trick in 3-0 win 
Im notes < 
Entries for the all-campus handball 
and racquetball tournaments are due 
today. Entry forms are available 
from fraternity and residence hall 
athletic chairmans and at the 
office, 201 Memorial Hall. 
IM 
Play begins next week. 
WONDERING 
ABOUT WHAT KIND OF GIFT 
TO GIVE? 
...GIVE A 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
FROM 
T.O's CAMPUS CORNER 
GOOD FOR ANY ITEM 
UNLIMITED AMOUNTS. 
by Tracy Collins 
News staff reporter 
Neil Ridgway's hat trick led Bowl- 
ing Green's soccer team to a 3-0 
victory over Eastern Michigan, Sat- 
urday, in a Youth Day contest at 
Mickey Cochrane Field. 
The victory pushed the Falcons to 8- 
2-1, while the Hurons dropped to +-7. 
Ridgway's performance was the 
bright spot in an otherwise uninspired 
performance bv the Falcons, who 
were never challenged by EMU. 
"We didn't play poorly, but we just 
didn't have a team effort," BG coach 
Gary Palmisano said. "We did not put 
forth a good effort mentally or physi- 
cally." 
Despite a flat Falcon performance, 
EMU was no match, mustering just 
five shots on goal, four coming in the 
second half. The only thing keeping 
Eastern in the game was a tentative 
BG offense and a fine performance by 
Huron goaltender Brian Borde. 
BORDE MADE two miraculous 
saves on apparent BG goals, both 
shots off the foot of Ridgway, who had 
nine of the Falcons' 14 shots on goal. 
But it was also two Borde errors 
which led to two Ridgway goals. Ridg- 
way had missed two penalty kicks, 
but was allowed to take second shots 
when Borde was called for moving 
during the Falcon midfielder's at- 
tempts. Ridgway capitalized on his 
second chances. 
"The goaltender was called for 
moving his feet both times - its a 
pretty rare call," Palmisano said. 
"He is allowed to move his body, as 
long as he doesn't move his feet." 
Both penalty kicks were set up by 
desperation fouls by the Huron de- 
fense on BG's Mladen Medancic, who 
was charging in on Borde for what 
appeared to be certain goals. Medan- 
cic, a reserve, played a fine game and 
was a constant thorn in the side of the 
EMU defense. 
THE FIRST PENALTY kick came 
at the 31:46 mark of the first half. 
Ridgway mis-hit his first attempt at 
the score, with the ball hitting the 
crossbar and bouncing over. On his 
second attempt, Ridgway drilled the 
ball to the lower right corner for the 
score. 
Falcons tallied again at the 29.59 
mark, when BG was awarded an 
indirect penalty kick. Ridgway did 
the honors, putting the ballagain to 
the goaltender's lower right side for a 
2-0 BG lead. 
The second penalty score came 
midway through the second half. 
Borde made a spectacular save to his 
left on Ridgway s first attempt at the 
penalty score, but the Huron goal- 
tender was again called for 
movement. For the third time, Ridg- 
way beat Borde to the lower right 
corner to complete his and the team's 
scoring. 
"I usually try to go to the goalie's 
right, but I missed on the first shot 
and I tried to change up on the sec- 
ond," Ridgway said. "I was fortunate 
that I was given a second chance, so I 
made the most of it." 
IN DOING SO, Ridgway tied the 
team record for most points in a 
season in his first season as a regular, 
with 13 points on nine goals and four 
"I didn't realize I had tied the 
record," Ridgway said. "That's 
great. I certainly didn't expect to 
score this much in the season. 
"Neil Ridgway won the game for 
us, not just because he scored all 
three of our goals, but because he 
made a great total team effort," 
Palmisano said. "He was the star out 
there. 
"Our players have to raise their 
maturity level on game day, because 
that's their day. At this stage of the 
season, we shouldn't have problems 
getting mentally prepared for a 
game, even if we did just come off 
games with teams like Indiana and 
Akron." 
Palmisano said his team may have 
taken Eastern too lightly. The Hurons 
had recently lost a 4-1 decision to 
Toledo, a team which BG routed 11-0 
earlier this season. 
The Falcons now take to the road 
for their next two contests. BG travels 
to Ohio State, tomorrow, and to Ball 
assists. State on Saturday. 
CALL FOR APPLICANTS FOR WOMEN FOR WOMEN- 
SPONSORED POSITION ON ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON 
GENERAL PIE ALLOCATION |ACGPA|* 
We encourage students who are sympathetic to the concerns of women and have 
familiarity with and understanding of women's Issues to apply tor the Women for 
Women-sponsored position on ACGFA. 
The Women's Center 
Return the application form by Friday. October 23 to     315D Student Services Building 
372-2281 
I am Interested In applying for the Women for Womervspon sored position on 
ACGFA. 
ng •ACGFA  If   th< 
i arudant orgarrixalfo 
902 E. WOOSTER 
MBtMMjWaMIIMO. 
372-2003 
«jf»ia»aa»a 
The brothers of 
Alpha Sigma Phi are 
Proud to announce 
Our fall pledge class: 
Paul Kocsis Jack Jardlnt 
John Reames Steve DeBarr 
Carl Parker Pete Luttman 
Jerry MacMillan Pat Connell 
Brent Nash Russ Molletl 
Greo Spreng John Mead 
Andy Bodnar Steve Hartman 
John Scfmurrenburger, 
Congratulations Men! 
The Phoenix Takes Flight 
SIMON'S... 
FINOLAV'S NEWEST TOP 40 ROCK CLUB! 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY 
BG ID NIGHT:THURSDAYS 
NO COVER 3 f0r1 
448 E. SMDUSKY     FIHOLAV. OHIO 422-4056       (FORMERLY SISSY'S) 
STUDENTS SAVE 10 per cent on any hairstyllno. 
service. For example, haircuts just $7.20... 
shampoo $1.80.  blow-dry styling only $3.60. 
Open weekdays 10-9, Saturday 9-7, and 
Sunday 12-5. 
Appointments never needed, but recommended 
lor perms 4 coloring 
Command Performance 
HJURSTYLmCFOKHUiAWWOMBI 
1072 N. Main StrMt   3S2-4S16 
(Batman Slat* Liquor Store I mnt'a-ftrogar 
M981 First international Services Corporata" 
"•a^a^ajv^iw 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO    THE    1981-82   FALCONETTES 
BGSU'S Precision Figure Skating Team 
Edie Baker 
Angela Brennan 
Barbara Brod Co-captain 
Kim Davis 
Beth Del Maramo 
Christy Good 
Julie Haener 
Laurie Haener 
Alisa Helmick 
Judi Hintz 
Laurie Kaufman Co-captain 
Kristin McKenney 
Karen Melzer 
Tracy Meredith 
Lynn Plaskey 
Linda Sayerman 
Alyson Schnatz 
Pam Thomson 
Lori Wallace 
Mary Kay Zajac 
Watch  for  the  Falconettes between   1st & 2nd 
periods at the following Falcon Hockey games: 
Nov. 14, Dec. 5, Jan. 15, Feb. 5, Feb. 26 
Board ol Black Cultural Activities 
(BBCA) 
Praseirts 
voices inc. 
(AFRi Production) 
ii 
Harlem Heyday.. .a cultural explosion ol colorful songs, 
dances and memories performed By n sensational troupe 
ql professional artists from lew York. 
Wednesday, October 21,1981 
Bowling Green State University 
Moore Musical Arts Center * 
Bryan Recital Hall 
8:00 p.m. 
Free and Opon to the Public 
HOMECOMING ♦ WINDOW SPLASH     ♦ ♦ BANNER CONTEST ♦ MERCHANT DISPLAY? 
*3\^    Applications Are Due: 
** TUES. OCT.20 
UAO Office 
3rd Floor Union 
For more information call: Homecoming Hotline 372-2638 
RUNNING SHOE SALE! 
SAVE! 
UP TO 
40% 
OFF ON 
SELECTED 
MODELS 
*-?&. • 
Sapar 
Villarwva 
SAVE $10 
NOW 20.95 
SAVE $18.00 
NOW 28.95 
*r> 
AVE $13 
NOW $32.95 
INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE 
ON SELECTED MODELS OF BROOKS 
& CONVERSE RUNNING COURTSHOES. 
LIMITED SUPPLIES-WHILE THEY LAST 
FALCON HOUSE 
Your running shoe & Sportswear Shop 
140 E. Wooster Daily 10-5:30 Fri til 9:00      352-3610 
TONITE 
NEW WAVE INVASION 
LIVE ATE 
■ • ■ ■ 
I £ 
From dayton 
DATES 
and 
aii /ne'prrq 
NO COVER 
IrVWWrWWWrWWWWW^^r^a^^b^W^aVWWWWWVW 
I Tkt K Nm OcloWr M, 1*1 
Sports— 
Jones limps, lumbers, leaps to lead Falcon lift-off 
by Joe Menzer 
assistant sports editor 
DEKALB, 111. - The dismal, rainy 
weather last Saturday in DeKalb only 
served to help brighten up Bowling 
Green's football season, as the Fal- 
cons defeated Northern Illinois, 17-10, 
for their first win in 1981. 
The nasty weather pared North- 
ern's expected homecoming crowd of 
25,000 to just 13,558. 
"Oh man, has it been a while," BG 
head coach Denny Stolz said af- 
terwards. "Those wins are hard to 
come by. It's been a long time." 
BG had gone seven games, over the 
last two seasons, without a victory. 
The rain-soaked win upped BG's over- 
all record to 1-4-1, its Mid-American 
Conference mark to 1-2-1. NIU 
dropped to 1-5 overall, and remains 
winless and tied for last in the MAC 
with Eastern Michigan at 0-4. 
No. Dakota 
wins twice 
on BG ice 
by Tracy Collins 
News start reporter 
North Dakota's Fighting Sioux in- 
vaded the Ice Arena last weekend, 
and came away with two hard-earned 
victories over Bowling Green's icers, 
6-4 and 6-3, in a season opening series 
for both teams. 
It was an improved Falcon team 
which took the ice, but UND, a presea- 
son favorite in the Western Collegiate 
Hockey Association, would have none 
of BG's upset bid. 
The Fighting Sioux overcame Fal- 
con leads in both games. UND won the 
first game on a Mike Stone goal with 
54 seconds remaining, while clinching 
the second game late in the second 
period. 
"We were fortunate this weekend," 
UND coach Gino Gasparini said. 
"Bowling Green is probably 100 per- 
cent better than when we played them 
last year. They are a lot quicker, and 
they have much better puckhan- 
dling." 
"THEY HAD A fine hockey team, 
but we stayed with them for six long 
periods," BG coach Jerry York said 
of the Fighting Sioux. "Both teams 
played assertive and physical hockey, 
ana we stayed right with them from 
the outset. We played well - the way 
we hope to for the whole campaign." 
The Falcons drew first blood in the 
series just 3:07 into the opening game, 
when senior co-captain George Mc- 
Phee took a crossing pass from Brian 
Hills and blocked a shot past UND 
goalie Jon Casey, while the teams 
played four-on-four. 
With some sluggish play by the 
Fighting Sioux and aggressive offense 
by BG, the teams traded goals mid- 
way through the first period. UND 
freshman Gord Sherven beat BG goal- 
tender Mike David with 10:02 left in 
the period (on assists from Stone and 
Dean Bareness I, but Tim Hack re- 
gained the lead for the Falcons 41 
seconds later on a slap shot past 
Casey. 
Penalties proved to be a key in the 
period, as they would be throughout 
the series. Each team received seven 
penalties in the first period, and both 
penalty boxes would remain warm, as 
the teams combined for 55 penalties in 
the series. 
Both teams had trouble converting 
the opportunities, though, as UND 
THE WEATHER caused the Fal- 
cons to abandon their pass-oriented 
offense and go almost exclusively to 
the run av.d tailback Bryant "Cow- 
boy" Jones, who responded with a 
career-high 152 yards rushing. 
Jones was not even supposed to 
play, and just three days before had 
been making his way around campus 
on crutches. But he was able to shake 
off nagging thigh, hip and knee inju- 
ries to run better than many healthy 
backs enroute to scoring both BG 
touchdowns. 
"Cowboy did a nice job," Stolz said. 
"Normally, we don't put ice on play- 
ers at halftime, but he was hurting. 
That thigh started to tighten up on 
him a little, and it starting showing in 
the fourth quarter." 
By then, however. Cowboy had cor- 
ralled most of his yardage. The Fal- 
cons went to Jones four straight times 
on their first second half possession, 
and he galloped all the way from the 
NIU 44 to the nine-yard line. 
Five plays later on fourth-and-goal 
from the three, BG quarterback Greg 
Taylor rolled to his left and then 
threw across the field to Jones, who 
dived in from the one to give BG just 
its second lead of the season. Genad 
Youseff's extra point made it 10-7. 
"TAYLOR HAD TWO choices on 
that play," Stolz said. "He can throw 
the ball to the tight end, whom they 
held up at the line, or he can look for 
someone out of the backfield. It's a 
play we've used for years. Thank God 
it worked." 
The Falcons wasted little time in 
adding another third quarter touch- 
down by scoring on their very next 
possession. Once again, Jones was the 
catalyst in the 11-play, 62-yard drive, 
carrying six times for 34 yards and 
leaping in from the one with just 1:50 
left in the stanza. 
Even though the weather began 
clearing up, the horizon could not 
have looked bleaker for the Huskies 
when quarterback John Gibbons 
made a bad pitch to tailback Joe Law 
and defensive end Pat Kennedy 
pounced on the loose ball at the NIU 
This time, the Northern defense 
held, turning back a Taylor quar- 
terback sneak attempt on fourth-and- 
inches at the 15 to regain possession of 
the ball. 
With Rick Bridges at quarterback, 
the Huskies began moving. But after 
Bridges hit flanker Dan Roushar over 
the middle at midfield, Roushar 
coughed up the ball, and BG's Jac 
Tomasello recovered to give the Fal- 
cons the ball again. 
NIU'S DEFENSE HELD again and 
forced a Jim Phelps punt,  which 
staff photo by Al Fuchs 
North Dakota goalie Piarra Lamoureux sprawli out on the Ice, while UND defenseman Cralg Ludwlg swats 
away the air-borne puck In second-period action last Saturday at the Ice Arena. BG's George McPhee (9) was 
unable to score In this situation. 
converted one of nine and BG scored 
on an anemic one of 18 power plays. 
"Our power play unit looked very 
good - they put constant pressure on 
the goal - but we just couldn't seem to 
find the goal," York said. 
IT APPEARED the Falcons could 
survive without the power play Fri- 
day night, when Hills blocked in a 
pass from defenseman Mike Pikul just 44 seconds into the second period 
for a 3-2 lead, but it would be the last 
BG lead of the game. 
The Fighting Sioux scored their 
only power play goal of the series less 
than seven minutes later to knot the 
score at 3-3. Dave Tippett scored the 
UND goal. 
The two teams traded goals in the 
third period, but the Falcons were 
unable to take advantage of a five-on- 
three power play to take the lead, 
before Stone's winning tally in the last 
minute. 
The Fighting Sioux took advantage 
of an error by Pikul, who otherwise 
had a sparkling series, to beat David 
on a three-on-one break for the win- 
ning tally. UND's Phil Sykes scored 
an empty-net goal at the horn for the 
final 6-4 margin of game one. 
"I think we surprised North Da- 
kota," York said after the first con- 
test. "They really had to work. It is 
obvious we are vastly improved over 
last year, when they had a cake- 
walk." 
UND scored 9-3 and 4-1 victories 
over BG last season. 
IT WAS A SHARPER Fighting 
Sioux team which came out for game 
two, but the Falcons skated with them 
for the first two periods. BG took a 2-1 
lead in the first period on a power play 
goal by George McPhee, 1:29 into the 
period (on assists from Hills and John 
Samanski), and a shorthanded goal 
almost 15 minutes later when UND 
had a five-on-three power play. BG's 
Perry Braun took a pass from Dan 
Kane to beat UND's Pierre Lamou- 
reux just as the first Falcon penalty 
endetf. 
The Falcons had some golden op- 
Eortunities turned back in the period 
y Lamoureux and the Fighting Sioux 
penalty-killing corps. 
"Our penalty killing was very 
good," Gasparini said "There is 
some great penalty killing across the 
country, but (Dave Tippett and 
Sykes) are two of the best. 
With the score knotted at 2-2 late in 
the second period, UND's penalty 
killing squad turned the tables on BG, 
when Sykes took a pass from Tippett 
to score a shorthanded goal at 
18:11. 
By that time, the BG defense was 
weary, with injuries to Barry Mills 
and Brian MacClellan. 
SYKES ADDED two more goals in 
the third period, including another 
shot into an open net with eight sec- 
onds remaining. Those, along with a 
goal by UND's Troy Murray, helped 
the Fighting Sioux counter a BG rally 
led by an unassisted goal by Hills and 
some fine play by Samanski. 
"John Samanski was about five 
inches away from a hat trick," York 
said. "I think we had four shots hit the 
post over the weekend. Their goal- 
tending was pretty solid, but they had 
some luck going for them." 
rolled dead on the NIU 10-yard line 
with 9:11 remaining in the game. 
From there, the Huskies mounted 
their first sustained drive since the 
opening quarter. 
Unfortunately for Northern, a 
costly illegal procedure penalty on 
fourth-and-four at the BG 18 forced 
the Huskies to settle for a 40-yard 
Vince Scott field goal that cut the lead 
to 17-10 with 3:56 left. 
"They were really in a tough spot 
there. They had to kick the field goal, 
score a touchdown and go for two to 
beat us," Stolz said. 
The way the Falcon defense had 
been playing all day, that would have 
been tough for the Huskies to do even 
if there had been more time left. 
"The weather gave us more of a 
boost, because we knew it was their 
homecoming and nobody wants to 
come out and watch football in the 
rain. That lessened the crowd factor," 
said tri-captain Craig Valentine, who 
had three tackles for losses in the 
game, totaling 21 yards. "We also 
knew the weather might make it more 
of a defensive game. We didn't expect 
them to put it up that much." 
The Huskies put it up much more 
than the Falcons, who were supposed 
to be the more pass-oriented of the 
two teams. NIU quarterbacks Gib- 
bons and Bridges combined to com- 
plete 14 of 18 passes for 133 yards. 
MEANWHILE, TAYLOR went to 
the air just six times, completing 
three for 26 yards. 
Northern's only touchdown came 
when the Huskies converted BG's 
only turnover of the game, a Greg 
Taylor fumble, into a scoring drive. 
With Gibbons scrambling 12 yards for 
a first down on third-and-ten and later 
connecting with tight end Rick Gre- 
gus for another 12-yard gain, the 
Huskies moved into Falcon territory. 
A 19-yard run by Law moved NIU 
inside the BG 20, and Gibbons scored 
the TD on a keeper from the one, four 
plays later. 
Youseff connected on a 24-yard field 
goal with 2:08 left in the half. 
Blocking pair return 
to BG lineup at NIU 
by Joe Menzer 
assistant sports editor 
DEKALB, HI. - The addition of 
center Jim Schumann and fullback 
Tom Glendening to Bowling Green's 
offense last Saturday was like adding 
two badly needed bags of mortar to 
what had been a watery mixture of 
blocking offensive players. 
Schumann, whom BG head coach 
Denny Stolz says is BG's best offen- 
sive lineman, had been out with a 
pulled hamstring since the first series 
of downs at Michigan State three 
weeks ago. 
Glendening, a tri-captain and 
clearly the best blocking back that BG 
has, separated his shoulder at Michi- 
fin State and had played sparingly in 
st one game since (against Western 
ichigan). 
"Schumann and Glendening made a 
tremendous difference in our running 
game," Stolz said after BG's 17-10 
Mid-American Conference win at 
Northern Illinois. "Considering the 
combination of the wet and the wind, 
we were running awfully well." 
STOLZ HAD SAID last week that he 
expected the return of Schumann to 
the offensive line to beef up BG's pass 
protection, but Saturday's wet 
weather forced Schumann to show- 
case another facet of his talents - 
creating holes for BG's backs. 
Tailback Bryant "Cowboy" Jones 
made the most of such holes, rushing 
for a career high 152 yards on 34 
carries, as BG's offense consisted 
mostly of Jones-up-the-middle and 
Jones-on-the-sweep. 
Up the middle, it was often Schu- 
mann clearing the way. On the sweep, 
it was often Glendening springing a 
key block. 
"Sure, I made some blocks that 
helped him gain yardage, but he also 
got some blocks from some other 
people that helped him, and he gained 
some on his own," Glendening said. 
Statistically, Glendening's return to 
the lineup did not have the marks of 
great success. He carried the ball just 
four times for eight yards. 
"FOOTBALL IS MORE of a team 
game anyway. If the team is success- 
ful, it doesn't really matter what I 
do," Glendening said. "If I make a 
good block or someone else does, the 
runner is going to gain yardage. The 
same thing is being accomplished, so 
it doesn't really matter." 
Schumann's return gives the offen- 
sive line something it desperately 
needs - experience. 
"It helps in the fact that I've had the 
most experience of any of our offen- 
sive linemen," Schumann said. "It 
helps from that viewpoint, because 
we ve got a lot of linemen up there 
that haven't played much." 
Schumann started at offensive 
tackle last year, but was moved to 
center last spring to offset the gradua- 
tion of last year's starting center, 
Mark Prchlik. 
"It's different, you have to rely a lot 
more on technique and finesse, rather 
than just hitting your man hard," he 
said of the position change. "It was a 
big challenge for me, but I thought it 
might happen and I was willing to 
play the position." 
BOTH PLAYERS SAY that they are 
close to 100 percent recovered from 
their respective injuries and each 
realizes the value of the other's return 
to active duty. 
"The thing about 'Schu' is that he's just so easy going," Glendening said. 
''All the guys look up to him. Some of 
our other linemen haven't played that 
much and they get tense out there 
sometimes. It s just his easy-going 
attitude. When lie's out there, they 
don't get quite so tense." 
"(Tom's) a great leader, he really 
gets things going," Schumann said. 
"Just having him in there is a catalyst 
for the team." 
Neither player could think of a 
better way to return to the lineup than 
defeating Northern, despite the nasty 
weather that dampened NIU's home- 
coming and soaked their uniforms 
within minutes of being on the field. 
"It was terrible out there. I guess it 
was perfect weather for the type of 
game we were playing...both records 
were bad and so was the weather. It 
was kind of like a 'Doomsday Bowl;' 
whoever lost knew they were out of 
it." Glendening said. "But I tell you 
what, there isn't any better feeling in 
the world than the way we felt after 
that game." 
* SHOW TIMES  * 
WED.        College I.D Nile   8:00P.M. 
THURS.   "Doubles" 8:00 P.M. 
FRI. & SAT. 8:00 610:45 P.M. 
•SUN. Audition Nite    8:00 P.M. 
For Information and Reservations 
CALL 874-2221 
TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF 
HOT   FUDGE 
BROWNIE   DELIGHT 
434 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
LIMIT   I nn COU'ON AND 1 COUPON PER 
MER    REDEEMABLE   I 
LINO AT REGULAR PRICE 
ll.lill| 
lueen 
[CUSTO . ONLY   ON ITEMS SEL 
Expires Oct. 23. 1981 
Spook 'Em With A 
MONSTERGRAM! 
6 foot x 1 foot Personal Message 
ONLY $1.00 
On sale Oct.20-23 and 26 
University Hall   10a.m.-2p.m. 
Delivered Friday Oct.30 On Campus Only 
Charities Board 
Accepting Applications 
For New Members! 
Apply At 
405 Student Services Bldg. 
Deadline Oct. 23 
'*»«^ 
GO SKIING AT 
PARK CITY, UTAH!! 
CAN'T BEAT THE RATES- 
SPACES GOING FAST! 
MEETING & SIGN-UP:     OCT. 20 
8:00 P.M. 515 LSC 
• ALSO FASHION SHOW BY 
MOUNTAIN MAN FROM MAUMEE 
QUESTIIONS CALL GINNY 352-4371        MIKE 354-1383 
Home of the Resume Pros 
Computer typesetting 
»t*nt     Over 120 typeatyles available 
'r
NC
'We also type Resumes 
• and offer matching envelopes and stationery 
'Complete Printing and Copying 'Raised Print 
'Plastic Laminating 'Spiral Binding 'Blue Prints 
* Rubber Stamps 'Wedding Invitations 
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL 
lllSouth Main St.,Bowling Green Phone 352-5762 
Serving the Printing Needs of Students, Faculty and Staff of B.G.S.U. 
In Quickprintlnq 
